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resumo 

 

Soluções de contentores e orquestração de contentores têm vindo a 
tornar-se de grande interesse para as organizações como uma forma 
de acelerar os processos de desenvolvimento e entrega de software. 
No entanto, adotá-las é uma mudança bastante complexa que pode 
impactar uma organização e equipas já estabelecidas. É aqui que 
surgem culturas como o DevOps para facilitar essa mudança, 
promovendo a colaboração e a automação dos processos de 
desenvolvimento e deployment entre equipas. 

O objetivo desta dissertação é ilustrar o caminho que levou ao uso 
de DevOps e à conteinerização de modo a apoiar o desenvolvimento 
e o deployment de um sistema como prova de conceito, o Firefighter 
Sync – uma solução baseada na Internet das Coisas aplicada a um 
cenário de monitorização de combate a incêndios. 

Além de implementar o Firefighter Sync, o objetivo era também 
propor e implementar um ecossistema de desenvolvimento e 
operações com base nas práticas de DevOps para alcançar uma 
pipeline de automação completa para os processos de 
desenvolvimento e operações. O Firefighter Sync permitiu explorar 
soluções que constituem o estado da arte neste contexto, como o 
Kubernetes para apoiar o deployment baseado em contentores e o 
Jenkins para suportar a pipeline de CI/CD totalmente automatizada. 

O Firefighter Sync ilustra claramente que abordar o desenvolvimento 
de um sistema a partir da perspectiva de DevOps, embora exija uma 
curva de aprendizagem acentuada devido à grande variedade de 
conceitos e tecnologias inerentes ao longo do processo, demonstrou 
tornar mais eficiente o processo de desenvolvimento, bem como 
facilitar evolução futura. Um exemplo é a pipeline de automação, que 
permite uma fácil integração de novos recursos dentro de um 
processo de DevOps – que implica abordar o desenvolvimento e as 
operações como um todo – abstraindo assim preocupações 
tecnológicas específicas, transformando essas transversais nas 
fases tradicionais do desenvolvimento ao deployment. 
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abstract 

 

Containerized solutions and container orchestration technologies 
have recently been of great interest to organizations as a way of 
accelerating both software development and delivery processes. 
However, adopting these is a rather complex shift that may impact 
an organization and teams that were already established. This is 
where development cultures such as DevOps emerge to ease such 
shift amongst teams, promoting collaboration and automation of 
development and deployment processes throughout. 

The purpose of the current dissertation is to illustrate the path that 
led to the use of DevOps and containerization as means to support 
the development and deployment of a proof of concept system, 
Firefighter Sync – an Internet of Things based solution applied to a 
firefighting monitoring scenario.  

The goal, besides implementing Firefighter Sync, was to propose and 
deploy a development and operations ecosystem based on DevOps 
practices to achieve a full automation pipeline for both the 
development and operations processes. Firefighter Sync enabled the 
exploration of such state-of-the-art solutions such as Kubernetes to 
support container-based deployment and Jenkins for a fully 
automated CI/CD pipeline.  

Firefighter Sync clearly illustrates that addressing the development 
of a system from a DevOps perspective from the very beginning, 
although it requires an accentuated learning curve due to the large 
range of concepts and technologies addressed throughout, has 
illustrated to effectively impact the development process as well as 
ease the solution for future evolution. A good example is the 
automation process pipeline, that whilst allowing an easy integration 
of new features within a DevOps process – implies addressing the 
development and operations as a whole – it abstracts specific 
technological concerns turning these transversals to the traditional 
stages from development to deployment. 
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Chapter 1  Introduction 

With the commonly used techniques of virtualization and the introduction of working in the cloud [1], 

organizations have now an agile infrastructure for provisioning virtual machines that are more resource 

efficient, easier to operate and less costly than ever before. However, applications themselves are still not 

taking a full advantage of the capabilities of such infrastructure as they are still being created in a monolithic 

format. Therefore, the software development process has also been evolving into an agile development culture 

and architectures adapted to these cloud concepts. 

Applications now follow a micro services architecture, where they are divided into small modules to which 

each of these modules represents a service within the application. Benefiting at the development level from the 

natural modularity brought by having an application divided into modules i.e. services that are, in principle, 

easier to create, manage and control. In addition, this can be translated in greater flexibility by adapting services 

to technological changes and avoid being locked into technologies at a system level. Services can also be an 

easy way to evolve the system by adding more functionality. 

In this context, container based solutions appear as option that may facilitate and benefit the development of 

cloud-based and micro-service applications. Containers are technology that allows multiple processes to share 

the host operating system kernel in isolation. Unlike other popular solutions like virtual machines, containers 

based solutions abstract from the actual runtime resources and do not depend explicitly on hardware 

virtualization that in turn can be sometimes translated in deployment flexibility and better management of 

system resources. Thus, nowadays, containers appear as an efficient alternative to once very popular virtual 

machines. 

Therefore, new tools and technologies emerged in order to support both services and container management. 

A good example amongst those tools is Docker [2], which is a containerization platform developed to support 

the life cycle management of containers in a non-distributed environment. However, Docker is not suitable for 

managing and maintaining a large number of containers in a production environment requires the use of an 

orchestrator. Kubernetes [3] fills this gap whilst addressing container deployment and management in physical 

or virtual machine clusters. 

A natural shift, as applications are being built at the expense of several independent micro services, is that the 

number in teams increases as well – whilst their size decreases. Having now focused small teams per specific 
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services is where development cultures such as DevOps [4] play an impactful role in how these several – 

although smaller – teams are collaborating and delivering software. 

1.1 Motivation 

The introduction of containerized applications brings compelling benefits to the development process. 

However, adopting this new technological world is rather a complex path. The adoption of these new 

technologies entails changes that are reflected in many aspects of the organization, from physical infrastructure 

to software development models to changing mindsets in the teams involved. This complexity makes it difficult 

to enter this new technological world, which means that many organizations do not make the best decisions for 

the way forward, making the transformation process slower, with more costs and losses. It is based on the 

complexity of adopting these new technologies that motivated the current dissertation.  

In this context, several technologies and concepts such as Kubernetes, Docker, DevOps, process automation 

and integration tools such as Jenkins1 are commonly referred, but although related, these are often addressed 

as being decoupled. The challenge for the current work is, by addressing a concrete proof of concept scenario, 

to describe and illustrate an integrated perspective that while relating these several technologies and concepts 

is able to produce a real functional software solution. 

However, this required to find a real scenario that could be used to achieve such goals. A natural scenario was 

the firefighting scenario. Besides the existing work and experience on projects like VR, VR2 and VR2Market2, 

that allows reducing several learning steps based on previous experience [5], the year of 2017 reinforced the 

idea of adopting this scenario. The year of 2017 was considered the worst year for Portugal related to forest 

fires, as illustrated by Fig. 1, considering both the burned area (442,418 hectares)3 and the number of fatalities 

(114)4. The year was particularly marked by the fires of Pedrógão Grande in which 64 people passed away and 

on October 15th, considered to be the "worst day of the year in number of fires… more than 500" where there 

were a further 45 fatalities5. It was clear that during the year of 2017, and through the internal audit report 

carried out by the National Civil Protection Authority, following the fire in Pedrógão Grande, that there were 

major communication issues which diminished the efficiency and success on putting out the fire6. 

 

1 https://www.jenkins.io/. [Accessed: 16-Nov-2018] 
2 http://www.vitalresponder.pt/. [Accessed: 29-Oct-2019] 
3 https://www.publico.pt/2017/11/10/sociedade/noticia/2017-foi-o-ano-em-que-mais-ardeu-nos-ultimos-dez-

anos--quatro-vezes-mais-que-o-habitual-1792180. [Accessed: 31-Mar-2019] 
4 https://expresso.pt/sociedade/2018-03-20-Morreram-114-pessoas-nos-fogos-de-2017-1. [Accessed: 31-Mar-

2019] 
5 https://rtp.pt/noticias/pais/15-de-outubro-de-2017-o-pior-dia-do-ano-em-termos-de-incendios_n1040214. 

[Accessed: 31-Mar-2019] 
6 https://www.dn.pt/portugal/interior/incendios-siresp-esta-baseado-em-tecnologia-ultrapassada-e-obsoleta---

relatorio-8837974.html. [Accessed: 31-Mar-2017] 
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Fig. 1. Graph with the total of Burned Area in Portugal (in hectares) from 2007 to 2017 (adapted from 3) 

Taking such tragic events in consideration emerged, the decision was made to develop a proof of concept - the 

Firefighter Sync solution. This solution would illustrate from development to the actual deployment the impact 

of opting for a container based solutions and supporting the overall process on DevOps practices – namely 

CD/CI and full automation. 

1.2 Objectives  

The main objective of the current dissertation is to build and deploy a complete system to illustrate and 

demonstrate the use of recent software engineering approaches: 

• Container based development and deployment using Kubernetes; 

• A pipeline inheriting from a DevOps development culture, addressing not only the development 

(which is the most common addressed concern) but also the operations side, namely the deployment, 

management and monitoring. 

As proof of concept for the current dissertation, it will be implemented and deployed the Firefighter Sync 

(FSync) solution, where it aims to monitor firefighters during real time, at all times. Sourcing their vital signs 

and current location through sensors whilst visually exposing them. In addition, the goal is to provide a software 

system that addresses these main requirements together with a DevOps development culture, embracing an 

ecosystem that supports further evolution and deployment of the system. 
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From a FSync system perspective the objectives include:  

• Implement FSync as a containerized system, where each and every single component or related service 

may be deployed as a container;  

• Explore Kubernetes as a container orchestrator to support the deployment and automation of the whole 

system;  

• Deploy and configure a fully functional Kubernetes production environment;  

From a FSync DevOps development culture perspective the objectives include:  

• Use containers and their orchestration solution to deploy and manage the system in production;  

• Illustrate that the use of DevOps development strategies come as an effective practice when 

integrating new pieces of code within FSync. Addressing not only the domain requirements but also 

an effective automation pipeline strategy to support the development phase and the deployment to the 

production environment, aiming to make teams collaborate effectively in a common pipeline process;  

• Integrate automated test scenarios in the automated pipeline process in order to apply agile 

development practices such as Continuous Integration [6]. 

1.3 Structure 

The current chapter presents a strong motivation behind the current dissertation. As a result, led to the 

development and implementation of Firefighter Sync. Immediately afterwards, it outlines the objectives that 

this dissertation intends to achieve. From this point on, this dissertation is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 addresses the tools and technologies that are a part of the current dissertation. Furthermore, it covers 

the aspects of working in an agile development culture, named as DevOps, and some commonly associated 

development practices. 

Chapter 3 details the process of implementing the proposed solution. Lists the requirements that led to an 

architecture proposal, presents a brief summary of the technological discussion that occurred in order to better 

pick the most suited pool of tools and technologies for the implementation itself. Following then, with the 

deployment details and techniques that have been put into practice to better lead the longevity of the solution 

and finishing with a brief demonstration for the whole behind the scenes workflow to enlighten the processes 

that occur on a typical scenario. 

Chapter 4 presents the whole automation pipeline responsible for covering the process from the very beginning 

of code development to services’ deployment, automatically, following a Continuous Deployment 

development practice. Finishing then with a brief demonstration of the automation pipeline, given a couple 

typical scenarios. 
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Chapter 5 presents a review and conclusion on the work done and accomplished goals. Additionally, it covers 

some personal lessons learnt and thoughts for future work that would be of great matter for future developments 

of Firefighter Sync solution. 
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Chapter 2  State of Art 

With Docker’s [2] arrival, the containerization of applications has become simpler, since it supports the whole 

process of creation and management of containers. In addition, containers then became a new form of software 

packaging and distribution, as a more efficient alternative to virtualization, allowing an application to be 

packaged, distributed and executed across different environments. However, as containerized solutions grow 

in size and heterogeneity, tools like Mesos, Docker Swarm and Kubernetes [3] come in to support container 

management – orchestration – at a large scale. 

The software systems’ development and deployment are another relevant aspect in order to achieve a well-

rounded development ecosystem. And, when building such ecosystem that adopts development practices 

throughout it is often mentioned a culture named as DevOps [4]. A culture that emphasizes automation and 

teams’ collaboration as a medium to achieve a high pace development and performance. 

The current chapter starts by addressing containers and container orchestration solutions – focusing on 

Kubernetes – furthermore, it presents DevOps as a crucial culture approach to bring automation to the system 

setup, development and deployment. Naturally, are also mentioned some development practices associated 

with a DevOps culture. Embracing the adoption of methodologies aiming to unify collaboration between the 

development and operations teams. 

2.1 Containers 

Containers are a lightweight alternative to virtualization. A container has no operating system, allowing to run 

hundreds of containers on a single machine, unlike virtual machines. There is no virtualization of any kind 

when using containers. Therefore, containers are not virtualization [7]. Processes running inside containers 

interact directly with the kernel of the host. Each of these containers encapsulates a group of processes which 

are isolated from any other processes running in any other containers. Providing the illusion that those 

processes are running on an isolated and dedicated machine. 

The main visible difference between virtual machines and containers (as illustrated by Fig. 2, a high-level 

architecture comparison) is that each virtual machine contains a complete operating system and all the binaries 

and libraries required to run the application while containers share the same host, having binaries and libraries 

as the only dependencies to run applications. 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of virtual machine vs. containerized applications (adapted from [2]) 

Although containers have been around for quite long time, they became popular due to Docker’s arrival despite 

already existing options. Docker [2] is a whole platform that supports the process of creating containers. It was 

built on a client-server architecture (as illustrated in Fig. 3). The server, Docker daemon, is the parent process 

of all processes to run in containers. It is the responsible for managing containers. While the client is a 

Command Line Interface (CLI) that interacts with Docker daemon through an Application Programming 

Interface (API). 

 

Fig. 3. Overall Docker architecture (extracted from 7) 

 

7 https://docs.docker.com/engine/docker-overview/#docker-architecture. [Accessed: 29-Nov-2018] 
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Docker containers are created through Docker images. A Docker image is considered an immutable form of 

software packaging with its dependencies, so that it can be moved between multiple environments and run 

unchanged [2]. A container is then referred as the instantiation of an image. Furthermore, Docker images can 

be created through a build file named as Dockerfile [2]. A Dockerfile contains a set of instructions to which 

Docker is able to read and based on these instructions automatically create an image. Thus, moving applications 

to Docker containers consists on defining a group of instructions in a Dockerfile to fulfil the application 

requirements and dependencies during runtime. 

 Container Orchestration 

With the creation of applications implemented at the expense of tens or even hundreds of containers distributed 

across multiple machines, it makes their management and deployment a complex task. Therefore, emerges the 

need for container orchestration tools like Kubernetes, in order to manage and control those containers from a 

central point. And, although Kubernetes is currently one of the most popular open source orchestration tools, 

it is not the only one. Two viable and commonly used alternatives are Apache Mesos and Docker Swarm. 

Apache Mesos [8][9] is an open source software tool, initially developed at the University of California, 

Berkeley, in 2009. Its main function is the management of clusters in a standard format that abstracts a cluster 

of machines to a single giant machine, in which it is able of running other frameworks (such as Hadoop [10] 

and Kafka [11]) in this environment distributed. Mesos follows a master / slave architecture (as illustrated by 

Fig. 4). The process master distributes the resources of the cluster through the frameworks and the slave 

processes, installed in each node of the cluster, perform the tasks of the frameworks. 

The framework that allows the deployment and management of containerized applications in the Mesos is 

called the Marathon [8][12]. This framework does the deployment, by using JSON files, of containers on the 

slave nodes and provides an API for starting, stopping, and scaling services. 
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Fig. 4. Apache Mesos architecture (extracted from 8) 

Docker Swarm [13] is Docker's native tool for container orchestration in cluster. As an add-on to Docker, it 

comes with native containers. This allows a group of Docker engines to be managed as if it were only one 

element, which means, it allows to scale applications as if they were to be run on a single machine. Similar to 

the other orchestrators, Docker Swarm follows an architecture divided into two fundamental components. The 

master nodes, which are the Swarm managers and the slave nodes which are the worker nodes responsible for 

the execution of the containers through the Docker engine, as illustrated by Fig. 5. 

The deployment of applications composed of several containers may be done at the expense of a tool named 

Docker Compose [14]. This tool uses YAML configuration files and allows to configure and interconnect the 

application containers by creating the various associated services. 

 

8 https://platform9.com/blog/kubernetes-vs-mesos-marathon/. [Accessed: 20-Jan-2019] 
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Fig. 5. Docker Swarm architecture (extracted from 9) 

 Kubernetes 

Kubernetes (K8s) [3] is an open source platform, launched in 2014 by Google. It represents its experience of 

more than a decade in the management of containerized applications. 

Although K8s is still young, it gathers pinpoints and lessons learnt all together, building a game changer 

orchestrator for containerized applications. Furthermore, K8s is user focused. It takes user’s feedback very 

seriously. It is constantly improving and implementing new tools to set up and run own clusters with ease. 

Take Minikube10 as an example, which is a tool to create and run a single cluster to enhance developer’s 

experience. This way it is also seamless to run K8s anywhere, moving from a local cluster to cloud and vice 

versa. 

K8s is also API centric. But, instead of providing an imperative API, where every request is a single step, it 

provides a declarative API, where a request is a reachable state. Since in a distributed system a service may 

fail at any time, K8s is then able to be self-healing – by simply requesting a reachable state. Making K8s a 

robust orchestrator. 

However, the number one reason that makes K8s a reliable orchestrator for the current dissertation is its 

community. It has innumerous contributors11 (2.065, last checked March 24, 2019), end users and service 

providers (e.g. Google, Amazon, Microsoft). 

 

9 https://platform9.com/blog/kubernetes-docker-swarm-compared/. [Accessed: 24-Mar-2019] 
10 https://github.com/kubernetes/minikube. [Accessed: 24-Mar-2019] 
11 http://kubernetes.io. [Accessed: 24-Mar-2019] 
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Regarding features, K8s is able to automate and manage various elements of a containerized application during 

its life cycle such as deployment, service discovery, configurations, load balancing, elasticity, updates, 

persistent storage, monitoring and logging [3]. In addition, K8s is able to monitor the entire cluster, and in case 

of any container failure, it instantly re-launches that container in another (or the same) available node of the 

cluster. Furthermore, in case one of the cluster nodes fails, K8s re-launches all the containers that were on that 

node in another healthy (available) node of the cluster. 

Architecture wise, K8s is composed by several elements with features at the level of the management and 

container execution. These elements are logically organized by two types of master and worker nodes according 

to their functionalities, as illustrated by Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Kubernetes architecture (extracted from 12) 

The K8s architectural elements are: 

Etcd: A distributed database that stores key value pairs and provides a way of storing consistent information 

in a cluster of machines. In this database K8s stores all the information related to the cluster allowing actions 

such as the service discovery and configuration sharing. 

 

12 https://platform9.com/blog/kubernetes-vs-mesos-marathon/. [Accessed: 20-Jan-2019] 
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API Server: Declarative API responsible for exposing a REST interface through which all interactions related 

to the objects of the K8s are validated and effected. 

Controller Manager: Controls K8s jobs that perform routine tasks, such as: 

• Node Controller: Responsible for observing and reacting to node state events of the cluster; 

• Replication Controller: Responsible for maintaining the correct replicate number of each Pod; 

• Service Account and Token Controllers: Responsible for dealing with authentication issues and 

authorization; 

Scheduler: Responsible for selecting which node meets the requirements of a Pod to be released. 

Kubelet: Primary element of the worker node that receives instructions from the API Server and its main task 

is to instruct Docker to operate Pod’s containers allocated to the host and observe their state. Furthermore, it 

has the task of assembling the volumes necessary to the Pod and to report the status of the node and its Pods to 

the rest of the system. 

Kubectl: CLI that allows users to execute commands in the K8s cluster. 

2.2 DevOps 

Organizations that have not yet adopted modern and software development methodologies [15] carry out their 

production in very large cycles, which can take weeks or even months. In addition, any changes to the product 

after the start of the development is a complex and sometimes impossible assignment. These organizations use 

a cascade model of production, as illustrated by Fig. 7. According to this development framework model, code 

goes to the next phase fully completing the current stage. After the software is fully developed it is necessary 

to carry out the testing stage which requires another large amount of time, since most of the tests are done 

manually. 
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Fig. 7. Typical cascade development framework model (extracted from 13) 

DevOps [4] appears as an effort to unify collaboration processes between multiple teams (as illustrated by Fig. 

8), as it promotes software delivery often within short periods of time. This way, developing iteratively, results 

in being a step ahead on delivering the final product quicker with a higher quality.  

DevOps has innumerous definitions, although all of these tend to redirect it towards a culture concept. Being 

commonly associated to automation usually associated with development practices, such as Continuous 

Integration, Continuous Delivery and Continuous Deployment. 

 

Fig. 8. DevOps development framework model where teams work closer together in order to achieve shorter 

development and deployment period cycles (extracted from 13) 

 

13 https://www.mindtheproduct.com/2016/02/what-the-hell-are-ci-cd-and-devops-a-cheatsheet-for-the-rest-of-

us/. [Accessed: 13-Nov-2018] 
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 DevOps Development Practices 

Continuous Integration (CI) [6] is focused on automated detection of incompatibilities and errors in the 

integration process, providing feedback throughout. The central tools are the source code repository and the CI 

Server (e.g. Jenkins1). The latter is responsible for detecting changes to the code in the central repository, and 

whenever these changes exist it starts a new integration process for the new code. In presence of defects, a new 

process of integration is initiated. As illustrated by Fig. 9, there is a set of tools that should exist in a 

development environment that implements CI [6].  

Majority of the tests performed in this methodology are at the level of integration of the different services that 

wrap into the final product. Even after going through these integration tests, the product still cannot be shipped 

to production. To do so, it is still necessary to carry out with a stage that emulates an environment similar to 

production, where more testing pipelines should be performed, according to different goals.  

 

Fig. 9. Continuous Integration cycle demonstration using an integration server to build, test and provide 

feedback results throughout the process (extracted from 13) 

Continuous Delivery (CD) [16] extends CI further where the product is maintained throughout the development 

process in a permanent ready to production state i.e. the actual software modules are automatically produced 

and made available for deployment. As illustrated by Fig. 10, code changes are integrated into a CI server and 

after passing integration testing, it goes through a pipeline that recreates a staging environment, which is a 

production like environment, providing feedback throughout, in order to carry out fixes and optimizations [16]. 
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Fig. 10. Continuous Delivery cycle extending from a Continuous Integration process, introducing steps that 

allow the actual migration of validated code (delivery) to the production environment (extracted from 13) 

Testing pipelines in a stage environment are usually more system demanding, focusing on the environment and 

the product as a whole. Therefore, integration testing is still crucial for the current stage. In addition, 

acceptance, performance and manual testing are some of the testing pipelines that may be implemented. 

Continuous Deployment [16] is a natural extension to CD that if the software passes testing pipelines 

successfully and valid software modules are produced they are automatically deployed to production instead 

of manually, as illustrated in Fig. 11. For this development practice to succeed, the automatic testing pipelines 

must be quite effective. Otherwise, it could reach production environment with errors and faults, jeopardizing 

both the quality of the product as well as the customer's interest. Thus, Continuous Deployment testing 

pipelines must contain as much code coverage as possible. 
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Fig. 11. Continuous Deployment cycle demonstration where the validated code is automatically deployed 

into the production environment (extracted from 13) 

 Jenkins Based CI/CD Pipelines 

Jenkins is a CI server, and although it is not the only open source solution available, it is a popular one among 

organizations. Its popularity comes from the versatility it provides by easily integrating hundreds of plugins, 

allowing to customize CI pipelines according to broad needs. In addition, it is able to be extended to fulfil CD 

and Continuous Deployment pipelines as well. Therefore, using Jenkins as the CI server is often a solid choice, 

however, building and maintaining a whole automation pipeline requires more than a CI server. It requires the 

research and knowledge on pros and cons around the multiple viable options to better chose one (or many) that 

leverages the DevOps culture that teams are embracing. 

Although Jenkins, since version 1.0, provides a friendly user interface to create automation pipelines, it is 

crucial to know that from version 2.0 pipelines may also be treated as a piece of code, defined on a file – a 

Jenkinsfile. This feature brings benefits such as: 

• Centralization and standardization: Allow the reusability of the same pipeline across multiple 

teams; 

• Simplification: It allows developers to review and better understand the defined steps within the 

pipeline definition; 

• Streamlines workflow: Turns the build/deploy process implementation quicker which enables faster 

iteration and more of it, so overall work performance improves. This is a key DevOps culture concept; 
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• Flexibility: It makes possible to apply changes to the whole pipeline while versioning those changes. 

Therefore, promoting the pipeline to a new version or rolling back changes becomes a trivial 

assignment. 

To achieve the automation objectives proposed, Jenkins version 2.0 or above, is certainly a viable choice. 

Furthermore, Jenkins has also a set of umbrella projects that deserve some close attention. Being the case of 

Jenkins-X14, which is a CI/CD cloud native solution focused on Kubernetes environments. 

 

 

14 https://jenkins-x.io/. [Accessed: 16-Nov-2018] 
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Chapter 3  Firefighter Sync, an IOT Solution 

FSync is an enclosing of several Internet of Things (IoT) [17] solutions (from sensors, gateways and related 

communication and network devices) with the goal of supporting and monitoring firefighters during fire 

combat. However, the development and implementation of such solution brings several challenges, namely the 

system itself and furthermore the ecosystem it belongs to. Where the system refers to architectural aspects such 

as internal services’ communication and client interaction, in the other hand, the ecosystem refers to 

environment aspects such as the deployment strategy, processes’ automation and also the cluster of machines 

that supports the system as a whole. 

This chapter introduces the main requirements and features of the FSync system. It describes its base scenarios 

and, as a proof of concept, it presents the main architectural features and technical decisions from development 

to the deployment whilst focusing on a containerized based approach and on the DevOps strategy and 

ecosystem. Furthermore, this chapter addresses the deployment aspects, namely the service containerization 

and their distribution across the K8s cluster, and considerations when addressing its deployment automation 

without compromising the ecosystem maintenance. The performance concerns are also covered in order to 

improve the system’s capacity to respond, at all times, to large numbers of clients. 

3.1 Base Scenario and Requirements 

The FSync typical scenario aims to improve peace soldiers’ safety during action by providing monitoring of 

firefighters in real time. 

FSync assumes that each firefighter is equipped with personal, identified and intransmissible sensors. Those 

sensors are responsible for sourcing heart rate and location events. All the information is relayed in FSync 

through a gateway to the overall network infrastructure, as illustrated below by Fig. 12. 

The FSync system provides applications connected to the internal network infrastructure so that the relevant 

data is displayed in real time, making it possible to act accordingly, regarding the displayed events (e.g. alert 

event upon low or failure heart rate detection). For this typical scenario several requirements were identified, 

being both functional and non-functional. 
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Fig. 12. Illustration of a Firefighter Sync usage example  

As functional requirements the following were identified: 

• Each firefighter should have a single and unique sensor assigned. Thus, a sensor must unambiguously 

identify a firefighter; 

• Every single sensor should be connected to a single gateway, at time; 

• Since every single device and gateway should be identifiable by a unique ID – a non-functional 

requirement covered below – those IDs should be persisted in a data store previously to activation; 

• Events should be sourced as unique and immutable. Yet, appending new pieces of data to an event 

should be allowed; 

• The system should be able to trigger alerts automatically regarding firefighters’ heart rate; 

• Events should be persisted in a data store. Furthermore, the data store must guarantee that events are 

searchable to provide an event history; 

• The system should be able to provide real time visualization of firefighters’ location. 
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As non-functional requirements the following were identified: 

• Every single event should contain a unique identifier, composed by both sensor and gateway unique 

IDs; 

• Events reaching the backend services should never be assumed as valid entries. Sourced events should 

be validated; 

• The system should be able to handle, at a bare minimum, two thousand requests per second (*). 

However, it is expected that the architecture and technologies used serve, at least, up to ten times more 

events simultaneously, guaranteeing fault tolerance and their persistence; 

• The system should be prepared to consider aspects such as services’ availability, scalability and high 

performance throughout. 

(*) According to the newspaper Gauchazh15, more than 800 peace soldiers were put into action for the fire in 

Pedrógão Grande (previously mentioned on chapter 1.1), counting on a total of more than 1,700 firefighters 

mobilized on that date, within the country. Therefore, FSync parts from a base of 2,000 concurrent events per 

second that must be served. 

3.2 Architecture Proposal 

From the scenario and gathered requirements it was opted for an architecture based on an Event Driven 

Architecture (EDA), as illustrated by Fig. 13. EDA is a design architectural pattern built around the production, 

detection and reaction to events that take place in time [18] whilst being extremely prone to low coupling and 

high cohesion [18]. Thus, often implemented at the expense of independent and focused services – 

Microservices [19]. 

 High-Level Microservices’ Overview 

From a high-level perspective there are several system infrastructural services: 

• Brokers: logically handle the events of the system at two levels – 1) raw events from the gateways 

and 2) internally, to support the internal event bus in the backend. The first is the IoT event broker 

that acts as mediator between gateways and the backend services. The second, the event broker serves 

as an internal mediator within the whole system, driving its microservices’ communication. 

• System monitoring and logging support: using the actual deployment solution and frameworks it 

provided a backend and frontend mesh service. Collects systems’ metrics providing easily 

interpretable visualization dashboards. 

 

15 https://gauchazh.clicrbs.com.br/mundo/noticia/2017/06/incendio-florestal-deixa-mais-de-60-mortos-em-

portugal-9818976.html. [Accessed: 14-Apr-2019] 
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• Specific FSync logical components: these are specific to the system. Providing processing, storage 

and logical event handling 

The event handling relies on the following components: 

• Digestor: Service is responsible for redirecting events from the gateway to the proper internal event 

queue (within the event broker), according to the event type. 

• Validator: Provides a security layer. It validates every single event digested successfully, validating 

events’ structure and identifiers. 

• Alarm Processor: Provided with configuration thresholds, this service streams the heart beat type 

events and generates alarms accordingly. Also, it notes the events (e.g. high heart rate, low heart rate) 

and timestamps them as well. 

The storage is handled by a single service named as Dumper: This service is connected to a database (event 

store). It is responsible for persisting validated events and generated alarms into the event store, creating the 

necessary collections, therefore, events are persisted in an organized and indexed structure. 

The interface that outsources the location of the firefighters is the Location API: This API exposes externally 

validated events that represent firefighters’ locations. 

The FSync relies on the following user interfaces (UI): 

• Location: A map visualization that exposes firefighters’ location in real time. This UI is populated by 

consuming data from the Location API service. 

• Logging: Provides visualization over the logs sourced from the services and the whole infrastructure.  

• Monitoring: Provides visualization over the extracted metrics related to the services and the whole 

infrastructure as well. 

 

To note that the implementation of the Logging UI and Monitoring UI services were planned to be made at the 

expense of already existing stacks – addressed further below on chapter 3.3. 
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Fig. 13. Firefighter Sync architecture proposal following an Event Driven Architecture to provide firefighters sensors’ event handling and processing in real 

time  
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 Event Driven Model 

In order to aggregate and flush the several events throughout the system it is used a pipeline composed of 

unique event queues, in which the concept of event sourcing is embraced. 

According to Martin Fowler [20], “event sourcing ensures that all changes to application state are stored as a 

sequence of events”, meaning that each change in the current state of a solution is a new event in an append 

only stream. Therefore, all the events are new entries in a database. There is no updating or deleting states. So, 

following this principle, event queues contain singular and unique events throughout. 

The event pipeline is composed by three distinct types of queues. 

Handling incoming sensor and gateway information: 

• Gateway: Dedicated queue that contains events related to gateways; 

• Sensor: Dedicated queue that contains events related to sensors. 

Raw event processing and validation i.e. raw to FSync domain events: 

• Ingest: The responsible queue for serving as the entry point of the whole pipeline where sourced 

events coming from gateways are collected; 

• Validate: A queue of events that are successfully collected by the Ingest queue. This queue contains 

groomed events (i.e. format and source wise) that are prepared to go through a security layer. After 

validation, those are sent to dedicated queues; 

Handling domain specific events: 

• BPM: A dedicated queue for heart rate events; 

• Alarm: Dedicated for heart rate auto generated alarms, which are streamed (as mentioned further on 

chapter 3.3.2) within the BPM queue; 

• Location: Dedicated queue that contains firefighters’ location events; 

3.3 Technology Review and Discussion 

There are a broad variety of choices related to technologies that would make possible the implementation of 

the whole system. However, after an evaluation spike, those choices were narrowed down to a smaller pool, as 

demonstrated by Table 1. These choices were based on a common and mandatory similarity; they are open 

source. And, on top of being open source, they also provide a solid documentation and community support 

whilst being currently popular amongst others. 
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Table 1. Narrowed technology choices, grouped by component layers 

IOT Event Broker Event Broker User Store Event Store Logging & Monitoring Stacks 

Mosquitto RabbitMQ MySQL InfluxDB Elastic Stack 

HiveMQ Apache Kafka PostgreSQL Elasticsearch Influx Stack 

VerneMQ - - MongoDB - 

 

Then, after having a narrowed down pool of choices, it was time to pick the final ones, and, to that end, these 

were deeply explored, tested and integrated for certain periods of time, raising then the technological discussion 

as follows. 

 IOT Event Broker 

The IoT event broker is a mediator between gateways and the backend services’ entry point where the 

communication is done via a commonly established protocol amongst IoT solutions, named as MQTT [21]. 

The canonical choice was clearly Mosquitto16. It is a lightweight MQTT broker that easily integrates and fits 

perfectly for small data communication solution. Which is the case for single events. However, Mosquitto lacks 

native horizontal scaling and distributed features which would end up in a major setback when scaling up the 

solution for several and/or large teams. In the other hand, HiveMQ17 would be the choice following, since it 

provides native distributed features and, as a bonus, monitoring dashboards according to customizable metrics. 

Anyway, it ended up not being the chosen tool because their open source edition has a maximum threshold of 

25 simultaneous client connections. Thus, as a part of the system requirements mentioned in chapter 0, it would 

not turn the product able to map real use cases. 

Ending up with VerneMQ18. Being a distributed MQTT server by nature (used by Microsoft) whilst taking the 

above into consideration, it became the chosen MQTT server. And, although it does not provide any monitoring 

dashboard as HiveMQ does, it provides instead an open API that handles metrics requests. 

 Event Broker 

The event broker is the internal mediator within the whole system, driving its microservices’ communication. 

There were two event broker tools that immediately stood out; Apache Kafka [11] and RabbitMQ [11]. And, 

even though both were tested for a similar amount of time, there was a noticeable feature that made Apache 

Kafka becoming the led choice. Its streaming integration services with Kafka Streams. 

 

16 https://github.com/eclipse/mosquitto. [Accessed: 26-Aug-2019] 
17 https://github.com/hivemq/hivemq-community-edition. [Accessed: 26-Aug-2019] 
18 https://github.com/vernemq/vernemq. [Accessed: 26-Aug-2019] 
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Kafka Streams is a library within Apache Kafka that provides a higher level of abstraction to favor processing, 

aggregation and transformation of data streams. Where a stream is an unbounded and continuous flow of 

records. Thus, when the stream processing begins there is no point in the future that it is supposed to be done. 

It is a never-ending process. So, Kafka Streams turned out to be a perfect match to process heartbeat events in 

a stream fashion queue to allow automated alarm generation according to customizable thresholds. 

 Event Store 

There were a couple options regarding event storage, namely Elasticsearch19, MongoDB20 and InfluxDB21. 

Those would suit perfectly, however, rather than fetching events in a streamline or time series type request, the 

goal was to store events in an organized, indexed and independent data structure, and since MongoDB is a 

native document store, favoring these requirements, it became the chosen data store tool. 

 User Store 

The user management relies on a traditional relational database. It was opted for MySQL22 although several 

other solutions would serve a similar purpose, namely Postgres23. 

 Logging and Monitoring 

As turned out, there were plenty of great solutions around comprising several integrated tools to support both 

collection, storage and processing of system logging, often referred as “stack”. For logging and monitoring it 

can be pinpointed the Elastic stack24 and Influx stack25 as being currently popular amongst the open source 

community. Although both Elastic and Influx stack provide similar features, Elastic stack seemed a better fit 

for an event logging solution. Mainly because it has a native and dedicated tool within, named as Logstash24. 

In the other hand, Influx stack seemed a better fit for the monitoring solution. It has a native data collector 

based on pre-defined metrics, named as Telegraf25. So, Influx stack was the chosen one to serve as the 

monitoring solution for the whole ecosystem whilst Elastic stack would serve as the event logging solution. 

3.4 Implementation Choices 

The development and implementation of the system needed to deal not only with technology choices but also 

with constraints from identified requirements and use cases. The implemented architecture followed very 

closely the initial proposal, however due to technical solutions adopted some options had to be adapted. In this 

 

19 https://github.com/elastic/elasticsearch. [Accessed: 26-Aug-2019] 
20 https://www.mongodb.com/. [Accessed: 26-Aug-2019] 
21 https://github.com/influxdata/influxdb. [Accessed: 26-Aug-2019] 
22 https://github.com/mysql. [Accessed: 26-Aug-2019] 
23 https://www.postgresql.org/. [Accessed: 26-Aug-2019] 
24 https://www.elastic.co/pt/. [Accessed: 19-Jun-2019] 
25 https://www.influxdata.com/time-series-platform/. [Accessed: 07-Jul-2019] 
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section besides presenting the actual system we also focus on two key aspects taken into account that had major 

impact in FSync implementation: the need to deal with real time event sourcing and avoid consuming 

duplicated data. 

 Sensors and the Gateway 

Firefighters are equipped with sensors that connect to gateways, which subsequently connect to the backend 

services. And for that, it was decided to use a real sensor and to use an own built gateway. 

It was used a Mi Band 226 as a sensor to measure the heart rate and used the mobile to source the current 

location coordinates and, as in the initial architecture, assumed MQTT protocol communication to be used with 

the backend services. Also, it was implemented a mobile application that interconnects via bluetooth with the 

Mi Band 2 and emulates a gateway as well, as illustrated in Fig. 14, joining and flushing these events through 

a dedicated queue. 

 

Fig. 14. Data flow between sensors (Mi Band 2) and the backend services, supported on the proof of concept 

mobile device acting as the gateway (connected to sensors via bluetooth)  

The mobile application was developed in both iOS and Android versions, having the goal of providing the 

necessary feedback though a simple design, as illustrated by Fig. 15, detailing events’ key points such as the 

measured heart rate, current location and device’s and sensor’s info – where the device is treated as an alias 

for gateway.  

Regarding technical aspects of the implementation, the real time map location and visualization tab was 

implemented using the Google Maps API27 and events were joined and flushed to the backend services using 

a JSON format. Where the structuring of these event elements was implemented to be perceived with ease, i.e. 

being self-explanatory, as well as presenting a simple architecture for extracting data from (e.g. extracting heart 

 

26 https://www.mi.com/global/miband2/. [Accessed: 12-Jan-2019] 
27 https://cloud.google.com/maps-platform/. [Accessed: 25-Apr-2019] 
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rate info for the alarm generator service – illustrated on the architecture proposal, Fig. 13). Event code snippets 

are also available on Appendix 1. Events as JSON. Furthermore, the application also provides server’s 

availability feedback by performing services’ live checks to keep the connection stabilized.  

In addition, it was also implemented internal logging where it is possible to perceive the application 

occurrences (i.e. internal events) in the same way backend services do, promoting the longevity and 

maintenance of the application in the long run. 

 

Fig. 15. Firefighter Sync user interface of the mobile application (iOS version) serving as a gateway between 

sensors and backend services  

 Location API and Visualization 

As a functional system requirement, the system should provide real time visualization of the firefighters’ 

location, and to implement that, there were a couple suitable choices such as the previously mentioned Google 

Maps API. But, although it serves the purpose for a proof of concept application, it would be a less flexible 

solution for the long run. Therefore, amongst several viable choices, it was implemented a map visualization 

using an open source library named as Leaflet28. However, to provide the firefighters’ location, those type of 

events would have to be exposed in real time, and to cover that it was also implemented an API. 

 

28 https://leafletjs.com/. [Accessed: 04-Jun-2019] 
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Using a popular open source framework named as Flask29, the location API consumes events from the dedicated 

location event queue and exposes them in real time through a mimetype defined as event-stream, as exemplified 

below. 

1. return Response(locationStream(), mimetype='event-stream')   

Having a mimetype defined as an event-stream type allows the events to be consumed as a stream of data, 

where events are consumed once per request. Avoiding then exposing duplicated events. The consumed events 

are then aggregated and visualized as illustrated by Fig. 16. 

 

Fig. 16. Firefighter Sync location user interface, exposing firefighters’ location in real time  

 

29 https://github.com/pallets/flask. [Accessed: 01-Aug-2019] 
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3.5 Deployment 

As one of the initial requirements for FSync deployment was to use a containerized solution supported on K8s.  

Using K8s by itself already provides some functionalities, namely configurability of several deployment and 

infrastructure settings, logging and monitoring integration, just to name a few. However, the main concerns 

from the start were to ensure: 

• Container distribution strategy  

• Availability and Scalability 

Specific requirements and options in both the FSync final deployment process and final setup implied exploring 

K8s based solutions/configuration in order to: 

• The services’ deployment should be distributed and ephemeral (*) within the cluster; 

• Every single node shall be able to act upon failure detection, i.e. provide fault tolerance, automated 

data replication and recovery; 

• The cluster should have dedicated nodes for storage purposes in order to support the required storage 

presented by the system requirements; 

• The cluster should be prepared to be scalable whilst in a high availability state, i.e. with a nearly to 

zero downtime period, even when supporting deployments; 

(*) Services may be deployed in any of the cluster’s nodes (or changed posteriorly) causing no impact of any 

kind. 

 Considerations Deploying to Kubernetes 

There are some considerations regarding deploying to K8s that require some close attention, namely the cluster 

itself, the containerization of the services and the container distribution strategy. Therefore, this chapter covers 

those considerations. However, regarding the cluster itself, it focuses on the minimum cluster size required to 

fulfil the deployment requirements. 

3.5.1.1 Minimum Cluster Size 

To have a fully functional production cluster with high availability, it is required at least three physical or 

virtual machines. This cluster size is supported on the distributed database ETCD30, which is one of the 

essential elements of the architecture of the K8s cluster, as referred previously on chapter 2.1.2. 

ETCD is also composed by nodes that mimic K8s master/slave architecture, in which the election process of a 

master is based on Raft’s [22] algorithm. Therefore, a node becomes a master if it receives a majority of votes 

from the other nodes. In a cluster with five nodes, as an example, a master wins the election if it receives at 

least three votes, to which one of these votes is being made by itself, the elected. Also, it means that two nodes 
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may fail and there still exists a majority in the election process. On the other hand, in a scenario with a cluster 

composed of six nodes, which is a ‘pair scenario’, the majority is obtained with four votes, and there are still 

two nodes able to fail. Thus, incrementing nodes to the cluster does not necessarily mean more fault tolerance, 

as described by Table 2. 

Table 2. Comparison of clusters size with a number of even and odd nodes (adapted from 30) 

Cluster Size Majority Fault Tolerance 

1 1 None 

3 2 1 

4 3 1 

5 3 2 

6 4 2 

7 4 3 

8 5 3 

9 5 4 

 

Taking the above into account and given the requirements, the production cluster had to be composed by at 

least three nodes. In other hand, the staging environment (used for testing and implementation purposes) was 

composed by a single node due to resource efficiency. A brief tutorial on how to setup a single K8s cluster may 

be found on Appendix 2. Installing Kubernetes on a Single Node Cluster. 

3.5.1.2 Containerization 

Docker was the chosen platform to support the creation and management of containers for the current 

dissertation. Furthermore, as also mentioned, a Docker container is an instance of a Docker image. An 

immutable form of packaging and distribution of software. And, regardless using Docker throughout the whole 

containerization process, it was still missing the process of creating the necessary list of instructions to provide 

Docker the ability to create those images. Being those instructions defined in a Dockerfile. 

The following example demonstrates a Dockerfile with the list of instructions used to containerize the event 

location API service. 

1. FROM python:3.7   
2. WORKDIR /app   
3. ADD . /app   
4. RUN pip install -r requirements.txt   
5. EXPOSE 8080   
6. CMD ["python", "api.py"]   

 

 

30 https://github.com/etcd-io/etcd/blob/master/Documentation/faq.md. [Accessed: 14-Apr-2019] 
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The exemplified Dockerfile consists of four instructions, each of which creates a layer in the image, which are: 

• FROM: tells Docker to begin the build process from an image that contains python version 3.7; 

• WORKDIR: sets the workspace, inside the container; 

• ADD: copies content inside the local directory to the container directory; 

• RUN: executes a command inside the container; 

• EXPOSE: running application inside this container will be exposed on port 8080; 

• CMD: specifies the initializing command of the container. 

A detailed list of all that instructions that can be used in a Dockerfile can be found in the official 

documentation31. In addition, although creating the necessary instructions to fulfil the required dependencies 

to containerize the applications is often a straightforward process, it had to be repeated manually, for every 

single service. Therefore, to simplify and turn more efficient the whole process, a personal and open source 

project was developed in parallel; the API Builder, available at https://github.com/sergiomartins8/api-builder. 

3.5.1.3 Container Distribution 

After services’ containerization, those containers are then ready to be distributed across the cluster. And, 

regarding distribution, are raised two main issues: 

• How to distribute and deploy containers across an ephemeral cluster? 

• How to version those containers consistently? To support updates and rollbacks. 

K8s could be the ‘easy to go’ answer for those questions, since it is more than capable of supporting those 

needs, manually. However, there is a way to automate and simplify the whole process tremendously. A way 

that is commonly used worldwide, every day. By simply using a package manager, which in this case, would 

be a container package manager. 

Helm [23] is a package manager for K8s. It is a tool that adds on to K8s and supports the release and 

management of containerized applications. And for that, architecture wise, it is composed by two components: 

the client, which is a CLI, and the server, named as Tiller, which runs on the K8s cluster. The CLI runs and is 

executed on a local command line environment. It uses a templating engine to generate K8s configuration files 

(YAML format) from source templates named as charts, which can be setup in Helm. And, once those 

configuration files are generated, it then sends those requests to Tiller. Afterwards, Tiller proceeds with the 

release or the updates inside the cluster to make sure it is up to date with what is needed, based on the charts. 

Furthermore, when it releases or updates applications, those are added to the Helm history so that it is possible 

to rollback, if needed in the future. 

 

31 https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder/. [Accessed: 12-Feb-2019] 
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Thus, to deploy applications to K8s using Helm, it is needed to package those into charts. However, it turns 

out to be simple, since a chart is simply a directory composed by files and a couple sub directories using a 

specific structure, as exemplified below. 

1. My-chart/   
2.     Chart.yaml   
3.     Values.yaml   
4.     Requirements.yaml   
5.     Charts/   
6.         Dependency1.yaml   
7.         Dependency2.yaml   
8.         …   
9.     Templates/   
10.         Configuration1.yaml   
11.         Configuration2.yaml   
12.         Configuration3.yaml   
13.         …   

The exemplified chart structure above consists on the following files and directories: 

• My-chart/: the top-level directory with the name of the chart; 

• Chart.yaml: stores metadata and version information of the chart; 

• Values.yaml: store default configuration values that get interpolated into the templates; 

• Requirements.yaml: specify dependencies for the chart; 

• Charts/: the chart sub directory where the dependencies packages are stored; 

• Templates/: stores K8s configuration file templates that are fed into the helm templating engine. 

However, those directories and files must be created for every single service, manually. Thus, as the automation 

is praised throughout the whole dissertation, a tool named as Draft32 was used to automate those steps.  

 Availability and Scalability 

In other to ensure that the system is able to support a large number of clients there are two aspects to be deeply 

explored: availability and scalability [12][24]. Together, both make great impact on building a high-

performance system overall. 

Availability of a system is its capacity to respond, at all times, to client requests. And, scalability is the system 

ability to be scalable vertically and/or horizontally. Where the vertical system scaling relates to the resources 

(e.g. increasing CPU) the system has available at a given time. On other hand, horizontal system scaling refers 

to the capability of data processing being distributed amongst multiple replicas of itself (e.g. adding new 

instances). Furthermore, as availability and scalability of a system is measurable, performance testing is often 

associated in order to evaluate such characteristics. 

 

32 https://draft.sh/. [Accessed: 13-Nov-2018] 
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3.5.2.1 Availability 

A solution to increase systems’ availability is to use a load balancer [25]. And, when working in public cloud 

environments (e.g. Google Cloud Platform33, Amazon Web Services34), they often provide the load balancing 

services which can be automatically provisioned and not directly installed on the K8s cluster nodes. Since it 

was not the case, a way of providing load balancing and request routing management accordingly was to deploy 

an extra layer to serve as the entry point of the cluster, an ingress controller (illustrated by Fig. 17). 

As a side note, ingress controllers are mostly implemented using a tool named as Nginx [13]. However, since 

the communication with the backend is made via TCP/IP protocol, it would be needed another Nginx service, 

the Nginx Plus35, which is not open source and requires a subscription fee. Taking that into consideration, 

HAproxy36 ingress controller became the natural choice. As it is also popular amongst open source solutions 

and provides great documentation. 

 

Fig. 17. Typical solution when using an ingress controller (extracted from 37) 

 

33 https://cloud.google.com/. [Accessed: 20-Jun-2019] 
34 https://aws.amazon.com/pt/. [Accessed: 20-Jun-2019] 
35 https://www.nginx.com/products/nginx. [Accessed: 05-Jun-2019] 
36 http://www.haproxy.org/. [Accessed: 12-Jul-2019] 
37 https://medium.com/google-cloud/kubernetes-nodeport-vs-loadbalancer-vs-ingress-when-should-i-use-

what-922f010849e0. [Accessed: 14-Apr-2019] 
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3.5.2.2 Scalability 

Services were implemented taking into consideration the redundancy aspect, so that they could be scaled 

seamlessly. And, it is worth of mentioning that one thing that made it easier to apply this principle was having 

the services containerized.  

As demonstrated in the example below, every service can be manually scaled, horizontally, up to a N number 

of replicas. However, scaling every service would be required to be a manual assignment, and given the context, 

doing it manually would be prone to failures often since there is no such thing as predicting when and how 

much requests (and required replicas to support those requests) there will be at a given time. Thus, a better and 

more efficient solution was implemented. 

1. $ kubectl get sts -n fsync   
2. NAME           READY     AGE   
3. vernemq        1/1       3h8m   
4.    
5. $ kubectl scale --replicas=2 sts/vernemq -n fsync   
6. statefulset.apps/vernemq scaled   
7.    
8. $ kubectl get po -n fsync   
9. NAME           READY      STATUS       RESTARTS       AGE   
10. vernemq-0      1/1        Running      6              3h8m   
11. vernemq-1      1/1        Running      0              8s   

In order to automate the process of horizontal service scaling, a Horizontal Pod Autoscaler (HPA) configuration 

was implemented and deployed. Therefore, services became able to automatically scale according to 

customizable internal monitoring metrics. As demonstrated below, if the service gets a load above the threshold 

of 50%, it creates replicas accordingly. 

1. apiVersion: autoscaling/v1   
2. kind: HorizontalPodAutoscaler   
3. metadata:   
4.   name: vernemq   
5.   namespace: fsync   
6. spec:   
7.   scaleTargetRef:   
8.     apiVersion: apps/v1   
9.     kind: StatefulSet   
10.     name: vernemq   
11.   minReplicas: 1   
12.   maxReplicas: 10   
13.   targetCPUUtilizationPercentage: 50   

As per the default resources that services have available, those are defined within a resources field on the K8s 

YAML configuration files for the services, as demonstrated below. And as any other configuration 

implemented, these may also be customized. 

 

 

 Current number of replicas (#1) 

Manually scaling to two replicas 

Current number of replicas (#2) 

Replica scalability range 

CPU usage percentage to create a new replica 
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1. (…)   
2. resources:   
3.    requests:   
4.      memory: "64Mi" 
5.      cpu: "250m" 
6.    limits:   
7.      memory: "128Mi" 
8.      cpu: "500m" 
9. (…)   

However, if a given service is not receiving as much load as it was previously, it scales down automatically as 

well, in order to efficiently use the available resources. The examples below demonstrate, respectively, the 

results when the HPA lunches more replicas and the HPA destroying them as they are not being needed 

anymore. 

1. $ kubectl get hpa -n fsync   
2. NAME      REFERENCE              TARGETS           MINPODS    MAXPODS   REPLICAS 
3. vernemq   StatefulSet/vernemq    342%/50%          1          10        7 
4.    
5. $ kubectl get po -n fsync   
6. NAME          READY         STATUS      RESTARTS       AGE   
7. vernemq-0     1/1           Running     0              95s   
8. vernemq-1     1/1           Running     0              10s   
9. vernemq-2     1/1           Running     0              7s   
10. vernemq-3     1/1           Running     0              5s   
11. vernemq-4     1/1           Running     0              3s   
12. vernemq-5     1/1           Running     0              3s   
13. vernemq-6     1/1           Running     0              2s   
14. vernemq-7     1/1           Running     0              1s   

 

1. $ kubectl get hpa -n fsync   
2. NAME        REFERENCE                 TARGETS       MINPODS   MAXPODS   REPLICAS 
3. vernemq     StatefulSet/vernemq       21%/50%       1         10        4        
4.    
5. $ kubectl get po -n fsync   
6. NAME            READY        STATUS             RESTARTS   
7. vernemq-0       1/1          Running            0             
8. vernemq-1       1/1          Terminating        0            
9. vernemq-2       1/1          Terminating        0            
10. vernemq-3       1/1          Terminating        0            
11.    
12. $ kubectl get hpa -n fsync   
13. NAME        REFERENCE                 TARGETS      MINPODS   MAXPODS   REPLICAS  
14. vernemq     StatefulSet/vernemq       21%/50%      1         10        1      

Furthermore, as each of the services is scalable so the cluster itself should be. So, regarding the cluster, nodes 

were also implemented taking that into account. Therefore, the K8s cluster was implemented in a high-

performance bare metal server where a Proxmox38 distribution was installed. Allowing managing the creation 

of virtual machines to support the cluster. Thus, facilitating the process of resource management (vertical 

 

38 https://www.proxmox.com/en/. [Accessed: 12-Mar-2019] 

Default resources (64 megabits of RAM and 1 CPU core) 

Limit resources (132 megabits of RAM and 2 CPU cores) 

Currently using 342% capacity (with a threshold of 50%) 

Replicas are created 

automatically to support 

the current load (342%) 

Currently using 21% capacity (with a threshold of 50%) 

Unnecessary replicas are 

terminated automatically 
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scaling), network and adding new nodes to the cluster (horizontal scaling) – a functional requirement. 

Additionally, though Kubeadm39 nodes could connect and communicate with each other. Yet, all of this was a 

manual process. 

Following the principle of the current dissertation, the process of scaling the cluster was also automated by 

using a tool named as Ansible40. Ansible is an open-source software tool that uses commands over the ssh 

protocol. It comes with several source modules that allow to perform several tasks, and it is also possible to 

use external modules created by any user. It allows the execution of commands individually or the use of 

playbooks, which are defined and written in YAML. So, to create and join new nodes to the cluster, an ansible 

playbook was developed, as demonstrated by the code snippet below. Interacting with the Proxmox API, this 

playbook creates a new node, joins the node and starts the node, automatically. 

1. - hosts:   
2.     - cluster   
3.   tasks:   
4.     - name: create-node   
5.       proxmox_kvm:   
6.         api_user    : {{ API_USER_ADMIN }}   
7.         api_password: {{ API_PW }}   
8.         api_host    : {{ API_HOST_IP }}   
9.         clone       : k8s-node-01   
10.         name        : {{ NODE_NAME }}   
11.         newid       : {{ NODE_ID) }}   
12.         node        : srv3-deti   
13.         timeout     : 100   
14.     - name: start-node   
15.       proxmox_kvm:   
16.         api_user    : {{ API_USER_ADMIN }}   
17.         api_password: {{ API_PW }}   
18.         api_host    : {{ API_HOST_IP }}   
19.         vmid        : {{ NODE_ID }}   
20.         node        : srv3-deti   
21.         state       : started   
22.         timeout     : 100 

Regarding vertical scaling, it could be implemented following the same principles above as for the horizontal 

scalability, however, after gathering more details on the subject it was decided not to, since the cluster runs on 

a bare metal without the typical cloud elastic characteristics [26]. Thus, scalability for the current solution is 

purely horizontal focused. 

3.5.2.3 Performance Testing 

In order to evaluate FSync performance regarding its scalability and availability, it was performed a suit of 

load tests using MQTT-Bench41.  

 

39 https://github.com/kubernetes/kubeadm. [Accessed: 12-Aug-2019] 
40 https://www.ansible.com/. [Accessed: 29-Sep-2019] 
41 https://github.com/krylovsk/mqtt-benchmark. [Accessed: 01-Dec-2018] 
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The suit of tests performed was divided into two, and each of these with the purpose of evaluating the response 

time – latency – and the number of responses per second that the service could handle – throughput. Being 

both repeated one hundred times in order to extract the mean of these results. 

The first sub test suit was based on having a single instance (one replica) of the system’s entry point, the 

VerneMQ service, without an HPA deployed. And as demonstrated by Table 3, it is proven that the solution is 

barely able to perform for users which numbers are above the initial case of two thousand firefighters, which 

is a non-functional requirement.. And when doubling the number of users for the initial case, it is far worse 

than a slow system response, it literally refuses more connections. 

Table 3. Benchmark with a single service entry point instance 

Firefighters (simultaneously) Latency (ms) Throughput (events/s) Replicas 

500 39 12.820 1 

1.000 126 7.937 

2.000 (initial case) 342 5.847 

3.000 533 5.629 

4.000 System refuses connections System refuses connections 

 

The second sub suit of tests was then performed with an HPA deployed, which then resulted in having a more 

stable service with a tremendously increased performance, supporting users up to nearly as ten times more than 

the initial case, as demonstrated by Table 4. 

Table 4. Benchmark on VerneMQ with a Horizontal Pod Autoscaler managing instance replicas 

Firefighters (simultaneously) Latency (ms) Throughput (events/s) Replicas 

4.000 239 16.736 3 

10.000 729 13.717 6 

15.000 1.007 14.895 10 

 

Altogether, final results are demonstrated by the Table 5. And, it is clearly shown that the product is ready to 

serve fifteen hundred consumers simultaneously given the default available resource values for services, as 

exemplified above. In addition, the above results are also illustrated by Fig. 18, providing a graphic 

visualization. 
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Table 5. VerneMQ final benchmark results with a Horizontal Pod Autoscaler configured 

Firefighters (simultaneously) Latency (ms) Throughput (events/s) Replicas 

500 39 12820 1 

1000 126 7937 

2000 (initial case) 342 5847 

3000 533 5629 

4000 239 16736 3 

10000 729 13717 6 

15000 1.007 14895 10 

 

Fig. 18. VerneMQ’s benchmark results with a Horizontal Pod Autoscaler configured (adapted from Table 5) 

 Monitoring and Logging 

In order to extract relevant information when monitoring a system, it is required to have defined a set of metrics 

that is able to express such relevance. Those impact directly when providing visibility over the key points of 

the system. As per logging, it is required to have defined a set of actions that the system is going to expose, 

which also, give visibility of the key points of occurrences within the system. 
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3.5.3.1 Metrics 

Monitoring is of great importance to obtain a well-rounded software solution. It improves systems’ key points 

visibility and governance, encourages optimizing actions to be taken and allows to better understand the 

systems’ performance capabilities. Thus, improving solutions’ maintenance in the long term. 

To better support the extraction of relevant data on those subjects, the following metrics were chosen: 

• CPU Usage; 

• Percentage of disk used; 

• Total number of processes; 

• Use of the RAM memory; 

• CPU temperature; 

• Readings and writing on the disk; 

• Bytes sent and received on network interfaces; 

• Uptime. 

Afterwards, it was then applied the performed technology review and discussion on available technology stacks 

that would provide an integrated monitoring solution based on the current ecosystem roots, i.e. development 

practices, automation and container orchestration, whilst covering the metrics listed above. Which, as 

previously mentioned, resulted on using Elastic Stack for logging and Influx Stack for monitoring. 

3.5.3.2 Monitoring 

In order to monitor FSync’s whole system, three monitoring solutions were implemented. Two being more 

generic, focusing on singular components and services availability whilst able to provide some customizable 

choices regarding internal configurations and, on other hand, a more complex and complete dashboard that 

extracts specific and pre-defined metrics – listed above. 

The first solution is a generic and dedicated K8s cluster dashboard which provides a friendly user interface, as 

illustrated by Fig. 19. It was implemented with the intention of being a go to solution for checking services’ 

internal configurations such as their current version labelling, as illustrated by Fig. 20, and dependencies as 

well as their availability and current performance overview. Furthermore, this dashboard allows to set up and 

manage persistent volumes across the cluster. Making it easier the assignment of managing the databases’ 

storage. 
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Fig. 19. Kubernetes cluster dedicated monitoring dashboard overview  

A detailed tutorial on how to implement and access this dashboard may be found on Appendix 3. Exposing 

Kubernetes Native Dashboard. 

 

Fig. 20. Kubernetes cluster dedicated monitoring dashboard services' labels  

The second solution, although similar to the above, focuses instead on the bare metal server, in which runs a 

Proxmox distribution as mentioned above on chapter 3.5.2.2. It is intended to be as simple as possible whilst 

able to provide insight about the internal network and allowing its management for the whole ecosystem. In 

addition, as illustrated by the Fig. 21, Fig. 22, Fig. 23 and Fig. 24, it provides some basic overview visualization. 
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Fig. 21. Proxmox dedicated monitoring dashboard overview  

 

Fig. 22. Proxmox dedicated monitoring dashboard CPU usage  

 

Fig. 23. Proxmox dedicated monitoring dashboard memory usage  
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Fig. 24. Proxmox dedicated monitoring dashboard server load  

The focused and made to measure dashboard to serve as the whole ecosystem monitoring solution, 

implemented at the expense of an Influx Stack, provides visualization over the desired extracted metrics whilst 

allowing interaction, filtering and timestamp tracing over its occurrences. Furthermore, similarly to the more 

generic dashboards presented above, it provides user interfaces such as the ones illustrated by Fig. 25, Fig. 26, 

Fig. 27 and Fig. 28. 

 

Fig. 25. Servers’ dedicated monitoring dashboard CPU usage  

 

Fig. 26. Servers’ dedicated monitoring dashboard load averages  
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Fig. 27. Servers’ dedicated monitoring dashboard memory usage  

 

Fig. 28. Servers’ dedicated monitoring dashboard running processes  

3.5.3.3 Logging 

Logging was implemented as a complement to the monitoring aspect of a software solution. It adds the ability 

of extracting pieces of data through performed actions instead of solely restricting it to pre-defined metrics. 

The logging solution was implemented at the expense of the deployment of an Elastic Stack. Allowing to filter 

and squash events accordingly into dedicated dashboards. Illustrated by Fig. 29, it is possible to see the 

dedicated dashboard for the event validation. In which, based on validation request events, it provides average 

time taken by the validation process for each and individual event as well as the amount of validations 

performed within a period of time. Furthermore, it presents below the occurrences that resulted in an error, a 

warning or an info type of occurrence. 

Regarding the types of occurrences, an error represents an invalid event trying to achieve a validated state, e.g. 

having a valid event structure with an invalid identifier key for a sensor or a device. On other hand, when an 

event disrespects a valid event structure pattern and therefore is blocked at the entry point of the validation 

process, a warning occurrence is generated. Finally, an info type of occurrence represents a successful event 

validation process. 
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Fig. 29. Logging dashboard providing overview on event occurrences’ types and their tracing, for detailed 

info  

Additionally, as illustrated by Fig. 30, it is possible to perceive the percentage amount of successful gateway 

(i.e. the mobile application serving as proof of concept) live checks events performed in a certain amount of 

time. 

 

Fig. 30. Logging dashboard providing average monitoring successful gateway live checks  
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Thus, managing the logs for the whole system, similarly to a monitoring solution, means striving for faster 

feedback. It improves the solution overall occurrences awareness, long-term maintenance and consequently its 

quality in general. In addition, it may be the starting point for an analytics or machine learning solutions with 

the intention of analyzing or predicting future occurrences given the current scope or experimental use cases, 

for further studies. 

3.6 In Practice 

When using FSync system there are plenty of simultaneous processes occurring behind the scenes. Therefore, 

the workflow for the base use case scenario, as covered previously on chapter 3.1 in a high-level perspective, 

is going to be demonstrated and described in the current section. This will allow an insight on those behind the 

scenes processes while FSync is in production. 

 Event Flow 

The events are sourced from the sensors, which are connected to the gateways. However, as previously 

mentioned, it is going to be used a Mi Band 2 as the sensor and a mobile phone, with an application specifically 

developed to serve as the proof of concept for the demonstration. 

When using the sensor, as demonstrated by Fig. 31, this will start measuring the heart rate of the user and 

expose it via bluetooth. Subsequently, this signal is intercepted and parsed by the mobile application. To note 

that, the interception is necessary due to the constraint that the sensor provides by using a closed access 

endpoint (i.e. does not allow external access) to expose data. Thus, although intercepting the bluetooth signal 

is rather a complex process, it was the implemented solution. Which, in the end, is still abstract to the user. A 

code snippet for the codes used to intercept the bluetooth signal is exemplified below. 

1. class BluetoothInterceptor {   
2. (…) 
3.     object HeartRate {   
4.         val service: UUID = UUID.   
5.                 fromString("0000180d-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb")   
6.         val measurementCharacteristic: UUID = UUID.   
7.                 fromString("00002a37-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb")   
8.         val descriptor: UUID = UUID.   
9.                 fromString("00002902-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb")   
10.         val controlCharacteristic: UUID = UUID.   
11.                 fromString("00002a39-0000-1000-8000-00805f9b34fb")   
12.     }   
13. }  

Unique identifiers that 

allow the extraction of 

heart rate from the Mi 

Band 2 via bluetooth 
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Fig. 31. Mobile gateway and Mi Band 2 sensor interconnected within the Firefighter Sync system  

When the application intercepts the signal from the sensor, it builds an UI, as demonstrated by Fig. 32, 

populating it with the heart rate and sensor’s battery and public identifier info parsed events, as well as the 

events that are already being sourced from the gateway itself, which are the user location, public gateway 

identifier and battery info.  

Note that the UI exposes the current geo location based on the exact coordinates, however, when sending the 

events to the backend services those are going with the exact coordinates along with the current geo location. 

A code snippet for parsing the current location using the Google API is as follows: 

1. geoCoder.getFromLocation(location.latitude, location.longitude)   

The events are then conducted by VerneMQ, the IoT broker, which is the entry point for the backend services. 

By then, the events flow through the event queues, being processed and validated accordingly. Finally, the 

events are then exposed on the location API, as illustrated by Fig. 33, which are subsequently consumed to 

build a user-friendly map visualization by the location UI service, as illustrated below by Fig. 34.  
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Fig. 32. Firefighter Sync mobile user interface providing real time info regarding the events, sensor and 

gateway  

 

Fig. 33. Location API providing a REST endpoint returning firefighters’ location as JSON (a browser view)  

Array of event locations to 

be consumed by the user 

interface 

Single event location 

of a firefighter at a 

given timestamp 
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When the events are not consumed at the moment they are sourced, the location API may contain multiple 

events related to the location of the user (as illustrated in Fig. 33), however those events are parsed accordingly 

in order to display the latest event on the map visualization, based on their timestamps. 

 

Fig. 34. Firefighter Sync map visualization to expose firefighters’ location events in real time  

 Alarm Processing 

Alarm Processing service is responsible for processing events in a stream fashion queue in order to detect heart 

rate irregularities based on thresholds. 

To better demonstrate this workflow, it was simulated an event with both current and previous heart rates set 

to zero, as follows: 

1. {    
2.    'identifier':{    
3.       'sensor':'E0C57CB528D3',   
4.       'device':'335fc7fb760d488d'   
5.    },   
6.    'type':'bpm',   
7.    'bpm':{    
8.       'previous':0,   
9.       'current':0   
10.    },   
11.    'timestamp':'2019-09-24 11:46:37.607'   
12. }   

Previous and current heart rate values set to zero in 

order to trigger an alarm 
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The event is then sent to the entry point of the backend services, achieving then the service responsible for 

digesting the events sourced from sensors (which in this case, those were simulated), and logged by the Digest 

service as follows. 

1. event: {'identifier': {'sensor': 'E0C57CB528D3', 'device': '335fc7fb760d488d'}, '
type': 'battery_device', 'battery_device': 75, 'timestamp': '2019-09-
24 11:46:31.250'}   

2. topic: to-validate   
3. event: {'identifier': {'sensor': 'E0C57CB528D3', 'device': '335fc7fb760d488d'}, '

type': 'bpm', 'bpm': {'previous': 0, 'current': 0}, 'timestamp': '2019-09-
24 11:46:37.607'}   

4. topic: to-validate   
5. event: {'identifier': {'sensor': 'E0C57CB528D3', 'device': '335fc7fb760d488d'}, '

type': 'battery_sensor', 'battery_sensor': 93, 'timestamp': '2019-09-
24 11:46:38.635'}   

Subsequently, as it comes from a trusted source, it arrives the Validate service, where it goes through a security 

layer to verify the identifier, composed by both sensor and device IDs. 

1. topic: battery_device   
2. event: {'identifier': {'sensor': 'E0C57CB528D3', 'device': '335fc7fb760d488d'}, '

type': 'battery_device', 'battery_device': 75, 'timestamp': '2019-09-
24 11:46:31.250'}   

3. topic: bpm   
4. event: {'identifier': {'sensor': 'E0C57CB528D3', 'device': '335fc7fb760d488d'}, '

type': 'bpm', 'bpm': {'previous': 0, 'current': 0}, 'timestamp': '2019-09-
24 11:46:37.607'}   

5. topic: battery_sensor   
6. event: {'identifier': {'sensor': 'E0C57CB528D3', 'device': '335fc7fb760d488d'}, '

type': 'battery_sensor', 'battery_sensor': 93, 'timestamp': '2019-09-
24 11:46:38.635'}   

Afterwards being validated, the events are then ready to be persisted to the database, by the Dumper service. 

Simultaneously, heart rate events are also streamed and processed by the Event Processor service which, when 

detecting irregularities, triggers an alarm event, appending extra relevant data regarding the alarm. 

1. event_type: location   
2. event: {'identifier': {'sensor': 'E0C57CB528D3', 'device': '335fc7fb760d488d'}, '

type': 'location', 'location': {'city': 'Troviscal', 'latitude': 40.5012519, 'lon
gitude': -8.563134}, 'timestamp': '2019-09-24 11:48:28.864'}   

3. event_type: bpm   
4. event: {'identifier': {'sensor': 'E0C57CB528D3', 'device': '335fc7fb760d488d'}, '

type': 'bpm', 'bpm': {'previous': 0, 'current': 0}, 'timestamp': '2019-09-
24 11:46:37.607'}   

5. event_type: bpm_alarm   
6. event: {'event_raw': {'identifier': {'sensor': 'E0C57CB528D3', 'device': '335fc7f

b760d488d'}, 'type': 'bpm', 'bpm': {'previous': 0, 'current': 0}, 'timestamp': '2
019-09-24 11:46:37.607'}, 'description': 'low bpm alert', 'type': 'bpm_alarm'}   

7. event_type: battery_sensor   
8. event: {'identifier': {'sensor': 'E0C57CB528D3', 'device': '335fc7fb760d488d'}, '

type': 'battery_sensor', 'battery_sensor': 93, 'timestamp': '2019-09-
24 11:46:38.635'}  

Regarding the thresholds, those are statically defined, however those may be reconfigured accordingly at any 

given time. 
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Chapter 4  Firefighter Sync CI/CD Pipeline 

Within the FSync solution it was implemented a CI/CD automation pipeline inheriting from DevOps 

development practices whilst being supported on Jenkins as the integration server. 

This chapter describes the FSync’s CI/CD pipeline (illustrated by Fig. 35) implemented and tailored so that 

code goes from a repository to being fully deployed automatically whilst providing feedback throughout. We 

also describe the overall outline of the overall pipeline divided into the Pull Request (PR) pipeline and the 

Master pipeline. Covering further the implementation aspects for the development of the automated integration 

testing suit. Further details are available as Jenkinsfile available on Appendix 4. CI/CD Pipeline 

4.1 Pull Request Pipeline 

It is of great importance to begin the integration process as soon as possible. Thus, the CI/CD pipeline being 

automatically invoked during the PR stage. Executing the PR pipeline. 

The PR pipeline triggers the following stages: 

Setup: The stage of Setup is automatically triggered after peers submit their code to review through a PR and 

it contains the necessary steps to initiate the pipeline execution. It pulls the code from the repository, sets the 

necessary environment variables and loads credentials to be used throughout the further stages. 

Test: The stage of Test is responsible for executing the necessary automated tests to validate that the code to 

be integrated compiles successfully, is consistent and does not contain any regression defects. Furthermore, it 

also executes a couple set of tests to validate that the environment is up and running, containing the necessary 

resources to receive the current integration. Those steps are described as: 

• Static Analysis: automatically inspects the code to prevent inconsistent, unformatted and duplicated 

code; 

• Unit Testing: execution of unitary testing steps focused on single methods within the code; 

• Smoke Testing: verifies if the K8s cluster is up and running to proceed with a new code integration; 

• Integration Testing (compilation): compiles the integration testing steps to verify if the test suit is 

ready to be executed on the following stage – as detailed below; 
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• Helm Lint: verifies that the charts have no compilation errors, so they can be packaged and deployed 

afterwards; 

• Helm Dry Run: simulates a deployment with the goal of predicting the state if the deployment is 

executed. 

Build: The Build stage is responsible for building the Docker images. Which are then pushed into a repository, 

making them publicly available – since this is an open source solution. 

Afterwards, there is also an integration test suit to be executed. This suit is presented as part of the remaining 

sub pipeline – the Master pipeline. 

4.2 Master Pipeline 

The Master pipeline is triggered right after a PR is merged. Invoking stages focused on the operations aspects, 

in order to make sure that the new pieces of code to be integrated reach the production environment 

successfully. 

The Master pipeline triggers the following stages: 

Build: The Build stage, within the Master pipeline, is a continuation of the previous PR pipeline Build stage, 

as illustrated by Fig. 35. It is responsible for executing the integration suit test steps. Which means, it tests the 

integration of the new code with the other microservices that are already deployed. And, if successful it then 

begins the deployment stage. Although the step of test integration could fit properly into the Test stage, it was 

decided to execute it in a later stage of the pipeline, before the deployment. Reason being, that the test 

integration step takes the longest time of all the other steps and that would impact negatively the development 

effectiveness. Since in such early stages, having the final and edge picture of the whole implementation may, 

sometimes, not be as valuable as the time it takes to get such picture. Therefore, it was made this way to favor 

a shorter feedback loop for the development phase. However, it was implemented to be flexible so that it can 

be modified at any given time in the future. 

Deploy: The Deploy stage is where the containers are packaged into charts proceeding with their deployment. 

This is where Helm shines. Turning this into one of the shortest stages in time spent, although being one of the 

most and sensitive ones. In addition, it finishes with the step of tagging the build, so that the current pipeline 

execution is identifiable, in the future. 
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Fig. 35. Firefighter Sync’s CI/CD pipeline proposal  
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4.3 Automated Integration Testing 

The automated integration tests are triggered within the build stage of the Master pipeline, and are responsible 

for validating the integration between the new code and the already deployed services. And, those were 

implemented for every single service using a framework that better suits the corresponding service scope. 

Therefore, implemented for the gateway and the API services. 

The integration tests for the mobile was supported in both Espresso42 and XCTest43 frameworks for the android 

and iOS versions, respectively. Resulting then, in a set of automated tests that were implemented at the expense 

of mocked data, which means, that events were mocked to facilitate the process of validating the interfaces 

behavior. Furthermore, those were implemented using a Page Object Model (POM) [61, p. 193] and organized 

as illustrated by Fig. 36. 

 

Fig. 36. Test package structure regarding the automated tests for the gateway (iOS version)  

The POM is a design pattern where each mobile screen has its own abstraction. Therefore, according to the 

POM design, tests were declared and executed through features that invoke encapsulated steps in which are 

subsequently invoked the methods for the screen element actions to be performed. 

Regarding the integration testing suit for the FSync location API, those were also implemented by mocking the 

events whilst using the native Unittest44 python framework importing its Mock library, which allowed to mock 

the API as well and perform asserts over the available requests as in the following example. 

 

 

42 https://developer.android.com/training/testing/espresso. [Accessed: 20-Aug-2019] 
43 https://developer.apple.com/documentation/xctest. [Accessed: 26-Aug-2019] 
44 https://docs.python.org/3/library/unittest.html. [Accessed: 25-Aug-2019] 
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1. def test_get_location_success(self):   
2.    
3.    self.mock_get.return_value.ok = True   
4.    self.mock_get.return_value = Mock()   
5.    self.mock_get.return_value.json.return_value = mocked_event_location    
6.    
7.    response = get_location()   
8.    
9.    assert_list_equal(response.json(), mocked_event_location )  

Thus, integration automated testing allowed to keep things consistent and presented major issues from making 

it to the production cluster. Proven, once again, to be of great matter for a quality solution. 

4.4 In Practice 

When developing within the FSync ecosystem, the automation pipeline takes over smoothly when a pull request 

(PR) is created. In this section are described the steps to create a PR and the feedback processes that are 

provided throughout automatically in the context of the FSync ecosystem development workflow. The current 

demonstration is based on a typical use case scenario: integration of new code and/or code change into the 

production environment. 

 From Development to Production 

It will be illustrated the overall pipeline for development to production based on a simple example that alters a 

simple service that supports the map visualization provided by the location UI service – In this case it is 

replaced the suitable map rendering output in the browser with a basic text message as output.   

To accomplish such feature, changes are applied to a return statement in the code. Furthermore, to better 

understand and further illustrate the pipeline capabilities the version of the service is also updated, as 

exemplified below. 

1. -return render_template(map)   
2. +return "PLAIN TEXT MESSAGE"   

 
 

3. -version: v0.1   
4. +version: v0.2   

Afterwards, to push these new changes it is necessary to create a PR. And, if using Github45, it is then presented 

an UI as illustrated by Fig. 37. As a consequence, it automatically initiates the PR pipeline as illustrated by 

Fig. 38. 

 

45 https://www.github.com/. [Accessed: 29-Apr-2019] 
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Fig. 37. Github user interface presented in order to create a pull request  

 

Fig. 38. Pull Request pipeline being triggered automatically by creating a pull request (user interface 

provided through Jenkins)  

Passing successfully all the stages on the PR pipeline, the GitHub UI presents a successful check indicator, 

providing an initial feedback, as illustrated by Fig. 39. Having the PR merged, it is presented an UI as illustrated 

by Fig. 40. Furthermore, automatically triggering the Master pipeline, as illustrated by Fig. 41, tagged by the 

PR number (#1). 
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Fig. 39. Github user interface provided posteriorly to creating a pull request and presenting successful 

integration process feedback (“All checks have passed”)  

 

Fig. 40. Github user interface presented afterwards a pull request is merged  

Integration feedback 
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Fig. 41. Master pipeline being triggered automatically by merging a pull request (user interface provided 

through Jenkins)  

When the Master pipeline finishes successfully, it deploys the changes to production. Turning the map 

visualization illustrated by Fig. 42 into a plain text message as illustrated by Fig. 43. It is also possible to check 

on the K8s native dashboard that the version is then updated, as illustrated by both Fig. 44 and Fig. 45. 

 

Fig. 42. Map visualization provided by the location service previously to the exemplified deployment  
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Fig. 43. Visualization provided by the location service posteriorly to the exemplified deployment  

 

Fig. 44. Kubernetes native dashboard visualization over the location service version (0.1) pre deployment  

 

Fig. 45. Kubernetes native dashboard visualization over the location service version (0.2) post deployment  
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The images are also stored on a public Docker registry and kept up to date as illustrated by Fig. 46. This 

facilitates the process of rollback to a previous version, when required. 

 

Fig. 46. Public registry holding services’ Docker images for further usage, illustrating the updated version  

(0.2) of the location service post deployment  

 Feedback Throughout 

Throughout the pipeline the feedback provided supports teams to perceive the current state. The feedback 

occurs at every sub pipeline, as illustrated previously by Fig. 38 and Fig. 41, resulting then in a PR pipeline 

execution as in Fig. 47, and a Master pipeline as in Fig. 48. 

 

Fig. 47. Jenkins dashboard regarding the execution of the Pull Request pipeline  
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Fig. 48. Jenkins dashboard regarding the execution of the Master pipeline  

At any given step of the pipeline, it is also possible to access its logs, for debug purposes and detailed feedback, 

as illustrated by Fig. 49. Jenkins also provides an UI overview over the pipeline as illustrated by Fig. 50. 

 

Fig. 49. Jenkins Master pipeline execution logs available within the pipeline dashboard  

Additionally, as a central point of feedback, the pipeline results are published within a common communication 

channel, so teams are provided with the feedback seamlessly, as illustrated by Fig. 51. 
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Fig. 50. Jenkins dashboard overview over the available pipelines  

 

Fig. 51. Real time communication channel integration with the implemented CI/CD pipeline in order to 

provide instant feedback available across teams  
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Chapter 5  Conclusion 

The main objective of the current dissertation was to apply the concepts of containerization of applications 

within an agile development ecosystem. The purpose was to illustrate and demonstrate the feasibility of the 

adoption of containerization and associated development culture namely DevOps. Simultaneously, it was 

intended to show the effective impact in both performance of the system and software development and 

operations processes. 

The path that led to the achievement of the proposed objectives was composed by: 

• Theoretical approach: Exploring and documenting the study of the tools and technologies that 

directly connect to the proposed objectives, in which at a more technological level it was focused on 

the containerization technologies Docker and Kubernetes, and on the other hand, from a culture 

perspective it focused on DevOps and its related development practices. 

• Implementation design and discussion: Extracted the main requirements that led to an architecture 

proposal, which subsequently led to a technology review and discussion in order to choose the best 

suited tools and technologies to implement the architecture proposed. However, afterwards it was 

necessary to strategize how would the events be generated – mocked or sourced from real sensors – 

and how would consuming duplicated data could be avoided and therefore decide on how to approach 

these concerns. At this point, it was decided on a personal note to implement a mobile application to 

serve as the event aggregator and gateway between sensors and the backend services of the solution. 

Regarding the concerns around the duplication of data, it was found that a stream type of configuration 

to fetch data would solve the issue, avoiding to build a wrapper solution around the APIs to bypass 

such scenario. 

• Implementation: Developing the architecture proposed using tools that resulted from the technology 

review and discussion whilst taking into account the personal implementation choices taken. 

• Production environment implementation and configuration: The phase where the production 

cluster was implemented and configured accordingly (in which it was found that even cluster node 

sizes superior to two nodes are best suited). And for that, it was used a Proxmox distribution, 

facilitating the processes of creating and configuring nodes and the whole external and internal 

network management. 
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• Services’ containerization and distribution: The deployment phase. Using Docker as the 

containerization platform, the deployment phase was initiated by the service containerization. In 

which, implemented on a personal note, an automation solution came in hand – the API Builder – to 

abstract from the core manual tasks that allow services to be containerized. Therefore, as the services 

were containerized, they had to be distributed across the cluster. And, as an ephemeral cluster, 

meaning that services’ deployment is node redundant, it was needed another solution that would ease 

and automate the process of container distribution given this ephemeral characteristic. And for that, it 

was used Helm, which allowed to package the containers into charts to distribute them across the K8s 

cluster. Furthermore, Helm allowed the solution to support the processes of versioning and updating 

or downgrading services. 

• Performance evaluation and monitorization: Post services’ deployment, it was needed to explore 

how these would perform for higher numbers of simultaneous events, therefore, it led to the execution 

of performance testing in order the better perceive how the services would handle requests under 

stress. As expected, it was illustrated that services would require a strategy to handle such stress. Thus, 

it was implemented a Horizontal Pod Autoscaler configuration strategy, allowing services to handle 

up to ten times more requests than the defined by the requirements (a minimum of two thousand events 

per second). Furthermore, in order to improve key points visibility, event tracing and system 

management, solutions of real time monitoring alongside with event logging were also implemented. 

• Automation pipeline design: As the goal was to implement a Continuous Deployment automation 

pipeline, it was required to tailor it according to tools, resources and goals of the FSync solution itself. 

Therefore, it was found to be better suited a pipeline composed by two distinct sub pipelines which 

intended to speed up the continuous integration process and join the operations side, carrying on the 

deployment phase process seamlessly across services. 

• Automation pipeline implementation: Composed by both the implementation of the configurations 

to map the design and the setup and execution of the integration server – Jenkins – to support the 

whole automation pipeline. 

• Integration of the automated tests within the automation pipeline: Integration of a suit of tests 

within the automation pipeline in order to ensure that new code changes achieve the production cluster 

smoothly with as low impact as possible regarding its quality. 

Taking into account the work done within the current dissertation, it can be concluded that containerization is 

a rather complex achievement that requires learning new concepts that impact every phase of the development 

process as well as the whole infrastructure involved. Furthermore, an organization wishing to adopt such path 

must be provided with a technology knowledge base capable of supporting this shift. On the other hand, it is 

also concluded that without adopting a culture where automation and process unification across multiple teams 

is praised, the whole development process, even if adapting this technology paradigm, it is tremendously 

slowed down in the long run. Thus, concluding that although one may live without the other, such technological 

is effectively complemented alongside a development culture such as DevOps. 
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5.1 Accomplished Goals 

From an implementation process perspective, it was demonstrated and illustrated a container based 

development and deployment path using Firefighter Sync solution. FSync – the final result – is a full end-to-

end system on top of a production environment orchestrated by Kubernetes. It is automatically and highly 

scalable, providing high performance and supporting up to ten times more simultaneous users then it was 

required by the base use case scenario (which was up to two thousand events per second). 

From a development perspective, the implementation process embraced a tailored automation pipeline which 

made possible to automate the current development process and ease future ones, which turns the current 

dissertation continuation possible. The automation was highly enforced and applied throughout on every single 

stage whilst keeping an open mindset to find out tools that would better suit the current purpose. Namely 1) 

the production environment scalability, which was automated at the expense of Ansible, 2) the containerization 

of the APIs, which was automated by using a personal developed solution – API Builder – to ease the process, 

3) the Jenkins integration server setup supported by Docker and automated at the expense of coding scripts, 

allowing to be executed and fully configured with all the required plugins and environment variables on the 

fly, and last but not least, 4) the whole automatization of the deployment by using Helm, allowing to automate 

the distribution, deployment, configuration and versioning of the whole system services. Elevating the current 

dissertation’s quality and value for future research and development. 

5.2 Future Work 

Within the study conducted there were some aspects that although not mentioned as a part for the current 

dissertation, they are recommended for future implantation and further continuation of the work done. 

As DevOps became a buzzword, some platforms adapted themselves in order to provide a service often named 

as ‘DevOps as a Service’. Platforms such as Gitlab46 and Github are able to provide a whole ecosystem where 

several and different teams may work together in order to achieve a final solution. Thus, being able to bring a 

similar ecosystem implemented within the current dissertation. However, as the developed proof of concept 

was an IoT based solution, it surely would be of interest to explore these platforms for the same or similar 

context. Exploring further this technological paradigm. 

In the other hand, Jenkins was the integration server used throughout. And, although it is currently one of the 

most popular, viable and still growing steady amongst organizations; it is here to stay until it is not. Meaning 

that given such technological advancements, tools are constantly evolving. Therefore, exploring new 

continuous integration tools and services such as the Jenkins X, which natively integrates with Kubernetes, 

would be a major addition for the current dissertation continuation. 

 

46 https://www.gitlab.com/. [Accessed: 29-Apr-2019] 
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Last but not least, services scalability using Kubernetes is a subject of great matter that surely deserves a further 

and more detailed attention. Although it was explored and praised throughout the deployment phase, resulting 

in a high performance solution, it could be reexplored and reevaluated in order to gather an additional 

knowledge on how to design a path regarding services’ performance to better suit most similar solutions. 

5.3 Lessons Learnt 

During the realization of the current dissertation, there were plenty of difficulties from: 

• The development to the configuration of the whole production environment;  

• The architecture implementation to its deployment;  

• The concepts required to master a development culture to naturally put it into practice;  

• Manually learn how to containerize a solution to implement and automate the whole process.  

The list goes on. It required an accentuated learning curve and that was demotivating at times. However, in 

order to avoid some of these barriers when embracing such technological paradigm, there are some principles 

that may be taken from the current dissertation development: 

• Design early: Although using such containerized solutions has been extremely effective within the 

development process, it is worth to remind that these come at a great cost of time and knowledge base 

requirement. Therefore, designing and planning the solution early is something that organizations 

have to keep in mind in order to successfully achieve a containerized solution. This principle was 

embraced thoroughly throughout the whole dissertation. 

• Do not reinvent the wheel: Often, time is of the essence and therefore there is no need to reinvent 

tools and technologies to solve common problems. Research should be a continuous process and 

organizations should be willing to adapt and embrace these new paradigm shifts in order to stay 

competitive in the market. However, as a concrete example, within the current dissertation, to solve a 

very specific problem regarding the process of automating the containerization of the APIs, it was 

developed a personal project – the API Builder – inspired by an already existing solution. Thus, not 

reinventing the wheel but adapting accordingly instead. 

• Open mindset and awareness: Last but not least, within this paradigm, there are plenty of tools that 

could solve a current problem. However, there is no perfect tool or solution. Therefore, it is important 

to previously gather knowledge on the pros and cons of each possible choice and when going forward 

be aware of their consequences. Taking as a concrete example, within the current dissertation there 

was a great amount of discussion throughout in order to perceive which would be the best suited tools 

and technologies for concrete architectural goals and objectives. Thus, choosing the best tool often 

means choosing the one that brings the least cons whilst successfully bringing the quality required to 

the final solution. 
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Appendix 1. Events as Json 

Heartbeat alarm 

1. {     
2.    'event_raw':{     
3.       'identifier':{     
4.          'sensor':'E0C57CB528D3',   
5.          'device':'582da07250de2f48'   
6.       },   
7.       'type':'bpm',   
8.       'bpm':{     
9.          'previous':10,   
10.          'current':6   
11.       },   
12.       'timestamp':'2019-01-29 13:55:54.609'   
13.    },   
14.    'description':'low bpm alert',   
15.    'type':'bpm_alarm',   
16.    'timestamp': '2019-01-29 13:55:55.159'   
17. }   

Battery device info 

1. {   
2.   "identifier": {   
3.     "sensor": "E0C57CB528D3",   
4.     "device": "582da07250de2f48"   
5.   },   
6.   "type": "battery_device",   
7.   "battery_device": 10,   
8.   "timestamp": "2019-01-29 13:55:54.879"   
9. } 

Battery sensor info 

1. {   
2.   "identifier": {   
3.     "sensor": "E0C57CB528D3",   
4.     "device": "582da07250de2f48"   
5.   },   
6.   "type": "battery_sensor",   
7.   "battery_sensor": 10,   
8.   "timestamp": "2019-01-29 13:55:54.122"   
9. }   
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Heartbeat 

1. {   
2.   "identifier": {   
3.     "sensor": "E0C57CB528D3",   
4.     "device": "582da07250de2f48"   
5.   },   
6.   "type": "bpm",   
7.   "bpm": {   
8.     "previous": 70,   
9.     "current": 67   
10.   },   
11.   "timestamp": "2019-01-12 16:32:24.809"   
12. }   

Location 

1. {   
2.   "identifier": {   
3.     "sensor": "E0C57CB528D3",   
4.     "device": "582da07250de2f48"   
5.   },   
6.   "type": "location",   
7.   "location": {   
8.     "city": "Aveiro",   
9.     "latitude": 40.64427,   
10.     "longitude": -8.64554   
11.   },   
12.   "timestamp": "2019-01-29 13:55:54.609"   
13. }   
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Appendix 2. Installing Kubernetes on a Single Node 

Cluster 

Install Docker 

1. $ sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get install -qy docker.io   

Install Kubernetes apt repository 

1. $ sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get install -y apt-transport-https && curl -s 
https://packages.cloud.google.com/apt/doc/apt-key.gpg | sudo apt-key add –   
  

2. $ echo "deb http://apt.kubernetes.io/ kubernetes-xenial main" | sudo tee -a 
/etc/apt/sources.list.d/kubernetes.list && sudo apt-get update   

Install Kubelet, Kubeadm and Kubernetes Container Network Interface 

1. $ sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get install -y kubelet kubeadm kubernetes-cni   

Disable Swap: Check if swap is enabled by typing $ cat /proc/swaps. If there is a swap file or partition enabled it must be 
turned off using $ sudo swapoff -a. Additionally, to make this change permanent comment the swap file usig $ sudo nano 
/etc/fstab. 

 

Initialize Kubeadm 

1. $ sudo kubeadm init --pod-network-cidr=10.244.0.0/16  
--apiserver-advertise-address=192.168.160.95   

Where “192.168.160.95” must be replaced with the cluster machine’s IP address. 

 

Configure the environment 

1. $ mkdir -p $HOME/.kube   
2. $ sudo cp -i /etc/kubernetes/admin.conf $HOME/.kube/config   
3. $ sudo chown $(id -u):$(id -g) $HOME/.kube/config   
4. $ export KUBECONFIG=$HOME/.kube/config   
5. $ echo "export KUBECONFIG=$HOME/.kube/config" | tee -a ~/.bashrc   
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Create a Flannel POD’s network 

1. $ kubectl apply -
f https://raw.githubusercontent.com/coreos/flannel/master/Documentation/kube-
flannel.yml   
 

2. $ kubectl apply -f 
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/coreos/flannel/master/Documentation/k8s-
manifests/kube-flannel-rbac.yml   

Allow single host cluster 

1. $ kubectl taint nodes --all node-role.kubernetes.io/master-   

Verify it is working 

1. $ kubectl get all --namespace=kube-system   
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Appendix 3. Exposing Kubernetes Native 

Dashboard 

Deploy an HTTP dashboard 

1. $ kubectl apply -f 
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/kubernetes/dashboard/v1.10.1/src/deploy/recomme
nded/kubernetes-dashboard.yaml   

Grant admin privileges to Dashboard’s Service Account 

1. $ cat <<EOF | kubectl create -f –   
2. apiVersion: rbac.authorization.k8s.io/v1beta1   
3. kind: ClusterRoleBinding   
4. metadata:   
5.   name: kubernetes-dashboard   
6.   labels:   
7.     k8s-app: kubernetes-dashboard   
8. roleRef:   
9.   apiGroup: rbac.authorization.k8s.io   
10.   kind: ClusterRole   
11.   name: cluster-admin   
12. subjects:   
13. - kind: ServiceAccount   
14.   name: kubernetes-dashboard   
15.   namespace: kube-system   
16. EOF   

Enable skip login 

1. $ kubectl edit deployment/kubernetes-dashboard –-namespace=kube-system   

Example: 

1. containers:   
2. - args:   
3.   - --auto-generate-certificates   
4.   - --enable-skip-login            # add this line   
5.   image: k8s.gcr.io/kubernetes-dashboard-amd64:v1.10.1  
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Create a proxy from the cluster 

1. $ kubectl proxy --address='0.0.0.0' --accept-hosts='.*' &   

This command must be used every time the terminal connection is closed. 

 

Accessing the dashboard 

Using any local browser: 

http://192.168.160.95:8001/api/v1/namespaces/kube-system/services/https:kubernetes-dashboard:/proxy/ 

 

Where “192.168.160.95” must be replaced with the cluster machine’s IP address. 
As an admin user, skip the login. 
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Appendix 4. CI/CD Pipeline, the Jenkinsfile 

1. def kubectlTest() {   
2.     // Test that kubectl can correctly communication with the Kubernetes API   
3.     echo "running kubectl test"   
4.     sh "kubectl get nodes"   
5. }   
6.    
7. def helmLint(String chart_dir) {   
8.     // lint helm chart   
9.     sh "/usr/local/bin/helm lint ${chart_dir}"   
10.    
11. }   
12.    
13. def helmDeploy(Map args) {   
14.     //configure helm client and confirm tiller process is installed   
15.     if (args.dry_run) {   
16.         println "Running dry-run deployment"   
17.         sh "/usr/local/bin/helm upgrade --dry-run --debug --

install ${args.name} ${args.chart_dir} --namespace=fsync"   
18.     } else {   
19.         println "Running deployment"   
20.         sh "/usr/local/bin/helm upgrade --

install ${args.name} ${args.chart_dir} --namespace=fsync"   
21.         echo "Application ${args.name} successfully deployed. Use helm status ${a

rgs.name} to check"   
22.     }   
23. }   
24.    
25. def chart_dir   
26. def chart   
27. def registry_url   
28. def docker_creds_id   
29.    
30. pipeline {   
31.     agent any   
32.     stages {   
33.         stage('Setup Pipeline') {   
34.             steps {   
35.               script {   
36.                 git url: 'https://github.com/sergiomartins8/fsync-event-

digest.git'   
37.                 chart_dir = 'charts/event-digest'   
38.                 chart = readYaml (file: "${chart_dir}/Chart.yaml")     
39.                 registry_url = "https://index.docker.io/v1/" // Docker Hub   
40.                 docker_creds_id = "docker-

hub" // name of the Jenkins Credentials ID   
41.               }   
42.             }   
43.         }   
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44.         stage('PR Build and Test') {   
45.             failFast true   
46.             parallel {   
47.                 stage('Unit Tests && SonarQube Analysis') {   
48.                     stages {   
49.                         stage('Unit Tests') {   
50.                             steps {   
51.                                 sh 'python UnitTestRunner.py'   
52.                             }   
53.                         }   
54.                         stage('SonarQube Alanysis') {   
55.                             steps {   
56.                                 sh 'python CreateStaticAnalysisReport.py'   
57.                             }   
58.                         }   
59.                     }   
60.                 }   
61.                 stage('Compile Integration Tests') {   
62.                     steps {   
63.                         sh 'python AssembleIntegrationTest.py'   
64.                     }   
65.                 }   
66.                 stage('Lint Helm Charts') {   
67.                     steps {   
68.                         script {   
69.                           // run helm chart linter   
70.                             helmLint(chart_dir)   
71.    
72.                           // run dry-run helm chart installation   
73.                             helmDeploy(   
74.                               dry_run       : true,   
75.                               name          : chart.name,   
76.                               chart_dir     : chart_dir,   
77.                             )   
78.                         }   
79.                     }   
80.                 }   
81.             }   
82.         }   
83.         stage('Build && Push Image') {   
84.           steps {   
85.             script {   
86.               docker.withRegistry("${registry_url}", "${docker_creds_id}") {   
87.                 // Set up the container to build    
88.                 maintainer_name = "sergiomartins8"   
89.                 container_name = "event-digest"   
90.    
91.                 echo "Building service with docker.build(${maintainer_name}/${con

tainer_name}:${chart.version})"   
92.                 container = docker.build("${maintainer_name}/${container_name}:${

chart.version}", '.')   
93.                    
94.                 echo 'Pushing to Docker Hub'   
95.                 container.push()   
96.               }   
97.             }   
98.           }   
99.         }   
100.         stage('Master Integration Testing && Deployment') {   
101.             when { branch 'master' }   
102.             stages {   
103.                 stage('Integration Testing') {   
104.                     steps {   
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105.                         sh 'python IntegrationTestRunner.py'   
106.                     }   
107.                 }   
108.                 stage('Deployment') {   
109.                     steps {   
110.                         script {   
111.                           // Deploy using Helm chart   
112.                           helmDeploy(   
113.                             dry_run       : false,   
114.                             name          : chart.name,   
115.                             chart_dir     : chart_dir,   
116.                           )   
117.                         }   
118.                     }   
119.                 }   
120.                 stage('Tag build number') {   
121.                     steps {   
122.                         sh 'git tag v${BUILD_NUMBER} && git push origin --

tags'   
123.                     }   
124.                 }   
125.             }   
126.         }   
127.     }   
128. }   

 

 


